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Mucousproducing cell

Only after exposure
 relies on lymphocytes

Effective from birth
 mostly nonspecific

 skin is a physical barrier
 mucous membranes of the
digestive and respiratory tracts
produce mucous to trap microbes
 in the trachea, cilia sweep away
trapped microbes
 oil and sweat have a pH of 35
and skin is actually quite dry
 stomach acid has a pH of 2
 saliva, tears, and mucous contain
lysozyme which digests the cell
wall of bacteria

Lining of trachea
Cilia
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Macrophage

Yeast cell

Overview

External defenses

 some macrophages hang out permanently in the spleen and lymph nodes

 microbes in the blood become trapped in the spleen while those in the interstitial fluid enter the lymph are
trapped in lymph nodes

Macrophage ingesting a yeast cell

Neutrophil engulfing anthrax
 phagocytes recognize target cells by surface
receptors that bind to molecules on microbes but not
on body cells
 some bacteria have a capsule that hides
their surface receptors
 enveloped viruses are hidden by host cell
membrane
 pseudopods surround microbes
 microbes are engulfed and a vacuole forms around
them

 vacuole fuses with a lysosome

 toxic compounds and enzymes destroy the
microbe
 some are resistant to the destruction
inside lysosomes
 debris is released
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Phagocytosis

Lymphatic system

1. lysozyme

 damage to tissue by physical injury or the entry of pathogens triggers the release of chemicals which
cause an inflammatory response

2. complement system
 ~30 blood proteins which are inactive in the absence of
infection

 the most active chemical is histamine, released when certain cells are damaged

 microbial surface molecules (or ab) trigger the activation
of a group of proteins which form a pore in the membrane

 leads to the lysis of the microbe

 some complement proteins activate the inflammatory
response or work with antibodies to trigger the membrane
attack complex

3. antiviral proteins
 some interferons (alpha and beta) are secreted by virusinfected cells

 induce nearby cells to secrete proteins that inhibit viral reproduction, limiting the celltocell
spread of viruses

 note that this is nonspecific so an infection by one virus can increase resistance to other
viruses

 capillaries widen
and become more
permeable
 macrophages
release other
chemicals that
increase blood flow
to the injury

 some lymphocytes release a different interferon (gamma) that activates macrophages

4. defensins
 proteins secreted by macrophages and other white cells which are active against bacteria,
fungi, and viruses

 disrupt membranes, interfere with metabolism or bind to membrane receptors (which
prevents viruses from entering host cells)

 the human genome contains one defensin pseudogene that has been shown in vitro to be
effective against HIV

 fluid, antimicrobial
proteins, and clotting
factors leave the
blood
 the increased blood
flow and loss of fluid
cause redness and
swelling
 increased
permeability allows
more macrophages to
leave the blood

 chemokines are
released by injured
cells, attracting more
phagocytes

 debris is
engulfed by
phagocytes
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Antimicrobial proteins

Inflammation
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A pathogenic bacterium has been engulfed by a phagocytic cell as part of the nonspecific (innate)
immune response. Which of the following illustrations best represents the response?

Cancer cells

 NK cells recognize receptors on target
cells
 these are usually virusinfected or
cancerous
 once attached to the target cell, the
NK cell releases chemicals that trigger
apoptosis
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Natural Killers

MC Practice

antigen
 anything that is
recognized by lymphocytes
and triggers a response
 most antigens are large
molecules like proteins or
polysaccharides

epitope
 the small part of an antigen a lymphocyte actually recognizes
 any given antigen usually has many different epitopes, triggering a response from several different
lymphocytes
 antibodies secreted by lymphocytes also bind to a specific epitope

Big picture

Epitopes

So, how did ag get inside the cells in the first place?

How do lymphocytes recognize an antigen?
 each B cell and T cell has about 100,000 ag receptors (all identical)
 they all recognize the same epitope
 i.e., each lymphocyte recognizes one specific ag

* vary from one cell
to another

** vary little
between cells
*

**
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 B cells recognize ag on the surface of or
released from other cells

Ag receptors

k

 when a cell makes an MHC
protein, it attaches a piece of an ag
inside the cell and displays it on the
cell membrane
 this is called antigen presentation
 T cell receptors recognize pieces of
ag bound to MHC molecules

1. Class I MHC
 these are found on nearly all nucleated cells
 any cell that becomes infected by a virus can
display pieces of the virus on the MHC
 class I MHC displaying ag are recognized by
cytotoxic T cells

2. Class II MHC
 these are made by macrophages and B cells
 they take in ag by phagocytosis and attach them to
the MHC and display them on their membrane
 class II MHC displaying ag are recognized by helper
T cells
 these cells are called ag presenting cells
 they are an important connection between humoral
and cell mediated immunity

 all vertebrates have lots of different alleles for the MHC genes (there are at least 700 alleles)
 they are among the fastest evolving coding sequences

MHC
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How does a lymphocyte get to be different from all the others?

 remember that the variety in lymphocytes come from the variable chain in their receptors
 estimates are that we have 1 million different B cells and 10 million different T cells
 each one recognizes a different epitope

Where do lymphocytes come from?

 the light chain gene contains 40 variable segments and 5 joining segments
 early in B cell development, an enzyme (recombinase) links one V region with one J region
 this makes 200 possible combinations
 remember that each B cell makes only one of these combinations

 the light chain is then combined with a heavy chain made in the same way

 for the heavy chain, there are three regions  Variable (65), Diversity (27), and Joining (6) genes
 this allows 10,530 combinations
constant region

 sometimes a random combination results in an ag receptor specific for your own molecules
 as lymphocytes mature, they are tested against class I and II MHC and those that react are destroyed
 these B and T cells are destroyed or made nonfunctional in the bone marrow or thymus

Lymphocyte development

Gene rearrangement

So what do ab do?

What happens when a lymphocyte meets an ag it recognizes?

1

2

3

4

 ag binds only to
lymphocytes having receptors
that match an epitope
 binding to ag activates the B
cell, and it divides to create a
large population of 1000s of
clones
 the clones all have the same
receptor
 this also happens if a helper
T or killer T is activated
 only certain ag can make this
happen without helper T cells
1. ab attach to certain viral proteins, blocking attachment to the host cell
 the clumping of several virus particles together, make a larger target for macrophages
2. clumping bacteria also makes a larger target for macrophages
 notice that IgM is good for this purpose because it is a pentamer
3. tiny, soluble antigens can be linked together to form insoluble clumps

 some clones produce ab
specific to the ag

 some clones become long
lived memory cells
 these react quickly to a later
exposure to the same ag

4. ab attach to proteins on a microbe or foreign cell
 they then attach to one of the complement proteins
 this triggers the complement cascade which ends with the formation of the membrane attack complex
 the MAC forms a pore, allowing water to enter the cell, causing lysis

Clonal selection

Antibody action

Why do we need two arms of the immune system and how are they coordinated?

 they target different threats.
 humoral  B cells secrete ab which circulate in blood and lymph, handling pathogens there

How does the immune memory work?

 cellmediated  killer T cells destroy target cells

Day 28: 2nd exposure to
ag A, 1st exposure to ag B

*

ab to A (secondary response)

* T cell receptor

Day 1: 1st
exposure to
ag A

(primary
response)

(primary
response)

1. a bacterium is digested and ag are displayed on the cell surface
 the cell then migrates to the lymph tissues where they present the ag to helper T cells
 a helper T cell recognizes the ag on the class II MHC of the antigenpresenting cell
 the protein CD4 on the helper T cell binds the MHC and keeps the two cells connected
 the dendritic cell releases cytokines which help activate the T cell

2. the T cell divides, producing a large number of clones
 just like in B cells, some are memory cells
 also, remember that these clones all have the same receptor
3. the activated clones secrete cytokines that activate B cells and killer T cells
 this triggers a primary immune response
 note that this stimulates both a cellmediated and humoral response

Side note:
 HIV recognizes the CD4 molecule
 as the person loses Helper T cells, both arms of the immune are compromised

Immune memory

Helper T
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2015Mean: 0.82

1. a helper T cell recognizes an ag on a class II MHC of an agpresenting cell
 helper T cell is activated and undergoes clonal selection
2. a B cell has engulfed the same pathogen
 it displays ag on class II MHC
 an activated helper T cell (one of the clones) binds to the B cell MHC
 this binding activates the B cell
3. the B cell undergoes clonal selection, producing memory cells and antibodyproducing cells
 notice that the ab will be specific to the ag that triggered the response
 such ag are called Tdependent
 some ag (Tindependent) can trigger B cells without requiring helper T cells
 these tend to be large molecules like polysaccharides
 these tend to generate a weaker response and do not generate memory cells

 remember that a given ag usually has a few epitopes so a variety of B cells might be activated
 this results in a large population of plasma cells (each B cell produces thousands of clones)
 each plasma cell produces ~2000 ab per second over its 45 day life span
 do the math . . .
 each B cell would produce between 691864 M ab
 even with only 1000 clones, that would be up to 864 B ab

Huge amount of ER
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Humoral response

Short FR Practice

R

CD8

*

Class I MHC

Target
cell

Antigen

* this activity has been shown to be incorrect
 it is unclear how granzymes enter the cell

1. remember that killer T cells destroy cancer cells and virusinfected cells
 such a cell displays ag on its surface attached to a class I MHC
 the protein CD8 on the killer T cell binds the MHC and keeps the two cells connected
 the T cell becomes activated

 some viruses reduce the number of class I MHC on the surface of infected cells

2. the activated T cell releases:
 perforin which produce pores in the target cell membrane although perforin alone is not
sufficient to destroy the cell
 proteolytic enzymes and other proteins that cause apoptosis enter the cell by endocytosis

3. the enzymes trigger apoptosis
 when the cell ruptures, its contents are exposed to the humoral system

Standard

Cytotoxic T action

 secreted ab have the same
structure as B cell receptors

 the heavy chain can have one of
five different constant regions

 the particular constant region
determines the activity of the ab

Jennifer had a sore throat, headache, fever, swollen glands, and generally felt awful. Her
father took her to their family doctor, who examined her and made a preliminary diagnosis of
strep throat (a streptococcal bacterial infection). To confirm the diagnosis, the doctor
requested some lab tests of Jennifer's blood. Because the tests would take several days to
complete, the doctor gave Jennifer a prescription for an antibiotic and asked her to return in
about one week, after taking the antibiotics, for some additional blood tests.

The lab technician took Jennifer's blood samples and separated the plasma from the cells. Her
plasma and a sample of pure, artificial plasma were mixed with three different types of
bacteria.

a) Why was the blood separated and the plasma portion mixed with bacteria?

The technician examined the plasma samples for evidence of clumping of the bacteria. The
lab reported the following results
Plasma Sample

Bacteria 1

Bacteria 2

Bacteria 3

Jennifer's 1st

no clumping

clumping

no clumping

Jennifer's 2nd

no clumping

clumping

clumping

Artificial
Plasma

no clumping

no clumping

no clumping

b) Explain the results from the mixing of the three plasma samples with bacteria 1.

c) Explain the results from the mixing of the three plasma samples with bacteria 2.

d) Explain the results from the mixing of the three plasma samples with bacteria 3.

e) Which bacteria were probably responsible for Jennifer's sore throat? How do you know?

f) Explain why the lab tested the artificial plasma.

Types of Ig

Activity
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1) mice are exposed to the ag of interest
2) B cells are isolated from the spleen

What happens when the immune system freaks out for nothing?

3) Cultivation of myeloma cells
4) Fusion of myeloma and B cells
 the myeloma cells lack the hypoxanthineguanine
phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPRT) gene,
necessary for salvage synthesis of nucleotides
 these cells are sensitive to HAT (hypoxanthine
aminopterinthymidine) medium because
aminopterin blocks the pathway for de novo
nucleotide synthesis
 fused cells are incubated in HAT medium for
roughly 10 to 14 days so that unfused myeloma cells
die
 surviving cells will produce ab (B cell) and are
immortal (myeloma)

 allergies are an immune reaction to a harmless ag
 they are similar to the reaction to the humoral response that fights parasitic worms so we think they are the
backfiring of an evolutionary leftover of that system

5) Separation of cell lines
 the medium is then diluted into multiwell plates
so that each well contains only one cell
 since the ab in a well are produced by the same B
cell, they will be monoclonal
6) Cells are screened for specificity to the ag of
interest (by ELISA)
7) in vitro (a) or in vivo (b) multiplication
 the cells producing the desired ab are then isolated
and allowed to divide and produce ab
8) Harvesting

ELISA

1. IgE is released by plasma cells during an immune response.
 some IgE attach by their tails to mast cells in connective tissue
histamine granules

2. on subsequent exposure, the ag attach to the ab on the mast cells and adjacent IgE crosslink
 ag (if present)  everything
else washed
binds to ab
away

 a second ab is
added
 specific for
the ag
 has an enzyme
attached

 the
substrate is
added

3. this causes the mast cell to release histamine
 histamine causes vasodilation and increased permeability of blood vessels
 the symptoms are sneezing (neural stimulation), runny nose and tears (vasodilation and increased
permeability), and contractions of the respiratory tract muscles (neurotransmitter function)

How can we use ab?
1. Monoclonal ab can be used to
 attach to fluorescent molecules to identify the presence of ag in tissue or elsewhere (ELISA)
 attach a toxin to a specific organism

 widespread release of histamine causes anaphylactic shock
 so many blood vessels dilate that blood pressure drops dramatically (and then you die)
 epinephrine would be administered to counter the effects

 attach a toxin to a specific type of cancer cell
 block a protein or receptor
 etc.
2. Passive immunity
 a person can be given ab to protect from some pathogen

Monoclonals

Allergic reaction

Mean: 4.62 (sd 2.72)
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